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Fill your needs with
BONITA high capacity

heavy duty single chain
feed conveyors
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BONITA feed conveyors
are built for endurance

and convenience
SUPERTOUGH CONSTRUCTION MEANS TOP PER-
FORMANCE YEAR AFTER YEAR! Bonita single chain feed con-
veyors offer capacity and endurance to spare Their extra wide 10V*"
troughs combine with rugged 16 gauge steel frame, even heavier gauge
head and base sections and special reinforcements at points of greatest
stress to withstand heaviest service
And check these additional strong points

■ heavy-duty roller chainfinal drive stage
■ self-cleaning base section avoids stopage dueto pockets of frozen

material
■ sealed ball bearings on large 1-1/8" dia head and foot shafts
■ special sprockets with relief at tooth roots to help prevent buildup of

materials
■ totally enclosed chain return for maximum safety, also eliminates feed

carryover
■ easy parts replacement with ail bolted construction
■ low operating, maintenance costs
■ conveying lengths up to 44 feet
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Tenderfoot
The Original and Still No. 1

Livestock Flooring
Fights Stress 4 Ways

IN FARROWING CRATES

1. . . helps piglets avoid crushing; reduces health problems involv-
ing poor sanitation, chilling, cuts and abrasions, promotes udder
massage

2 IN NURSERY PENS AND DECKS
Tenderfoot stays cleaner, is warmer and virtually eliminates

cuts and abrasions caused by bare metal or concrete
4* AS FINISHING FLOORS

cleanliness, sure-footed security and comfort of Tenderfoot
- hebs fight stress to keep hogs gaming efficiently

4 INBREEDING PENS
boars and sows are sure-footed on Tenderfoot, perform like on

dirt, with no fear of slipping or injury

graves
HOW TO MOVE ROUND BALES!

4B 3-POINT BASE WITH FORKS
~

Bale Forks and 3 Point Base are designed to handle
bales that are flat on bottom from prolonged storage,
as well as new bales without difficulty 3 Point Base
fits on category II and will accomodate both forks
and spike and will fit Hi-Lift or Bale Transport

\Bale Forks have a tapered wedging action to enableoperator to load or unload without loss of hay ordamage to the bales that no longer have twine on
them Bale Forks are recommended for transporta-
tion or movement of bales that no longer have twineon them
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VERSATILE (Same 3pt Base)

Hi-Lift with 3 Point Base
and Spike or Forks.

grave

Bale Transport with
3Point Base with Forks
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The Graves Speedwagon offets you the ultimate in hay handling from the comfort of your
pickup cab Its gentle handling of bales and highway speed capability allows you to move largequantities of bales long distances very economically.


